
Explore the Tech 9 brochure for the Porsche Cayenne with prices including fitting, paint and VAT.



Daytime Running Lights
Multifunctional daytime running light colour finish black 
or chrome. The lighting package perfectly integrates and 
applies a visible statement of sportiness – even when 
turned off. With its auxiliary high beam headlights and 
fog lights, it ensures an optimum illumination of the road 
in front of you.

Front Spoiler
The new Magnum 
oozes style! The 
side air intakes, the 
bumper and the front 
spoiler are seamlessly 
integrated. The front 
apron design and 
the splitter (optional 
carbon fibre part), 
visually reduce the 
Cayenne’s height 
and create the 
impression of a solid, 
wide stance. This is 
enhanced further by 
the prominent wheel 
arch extensions 
and side skirts.  
“Airframes”, visually 
hovering ducts in the 
air intakes, include 
the TECHART daytime 
running light units. 



Extended Sills and Rear Arches 
An integral feature of the Magnum, the wide body continues 
from the front bumper, extended wheel arches and side sills 
into the rear bumper

Aero Bonnet with Air Vents
The TECHART Aero Engine Lid 
is entirely made of carbon fibre 
and features a distinctive, 
dynamically shaped styling. The 
lid incorporates two air outlets 
and it is available in body colour 
as well as in matt or high-gloss 
carbon fibre finish.



Side Skirts
An integral part of the Magnum styling, carrying the wide
stance along the flanks.

22” Formula IV Alloys 
Distinctive TECHART styling, exclusively manufactured to
the highest TECHART quality standards. Needless to say, all 
TECHART wheels are available in individually matched custom 
colours. Options include colour coding, body colour, contrast
lip and thee different styling options.



Roof Spoiler
Form and function, the contours of the Magnum 
body are accentuated with the purposeful roof 
spoiler for improved aesthetic appeal.

Rear Apron
The rear of the new TECHART Magnum sets design highlights with 
side air outlets reinterpreting the Airframes of the front apron. The 
rear diffuser is an essential design element. As an option, it can be 
enhanced in contrasted colour or carbon fibre finish.



Sport Exhaust System with Twin Tailpipe Set
Newly shaped TECHART sports tailpipes are made in a hybrid structure design. 
The tailpipes are made of carbon fibre, surrounding inner stainless steel pipes. 
The tailpipes are mounted in concave ducts integrated in the Magnum rear apron.



3 Spoke Sport Steering Wheel
Our sports steering wheels offer the ultimate feel and 
control whilst you are driving. Choice of leather colours 
and finish, a mix of Alcantara, Perforated Leather and 
contrast stitch ensure exclusively – can also be fitted 
with paddle shift gear control.

Bespoke Interiors
We have an unlimited choice of options for the interior.
Shown here are custom colour leather with painted trims. 
We can extend this to any colour choice, and various 
leather,trim, carbon and stitch options. Colour coded 
instruments, floormats and sports steering wheels 
highlight just a few choices.



Magnum. The ultimate 
individualisation program 
for Cayenne models 
which embodies the 
typical TECHART values 
in every respect – three 
core elements: stability, 
aerodynamics and design. 
Premium technology, 
thoughtfully designed 
reflecting the highest 
quality. Compatible with 
all Cayenne models.

Magnum kit cannot be 
ordered as individual 
components, only as a 
package. It is possible to 
order Aero Bonnet, DRL 
system, wheels, rear spoiler, 
roof spoiler, sports exhaust 
and interior items separately.

TECHTRONIC Power Kits 
(up to 700bhp for Turbo) for 
all models – ultimate power 
at the touch of a button.

£40,000 inc VAT
As pictured – not including interior.



Call   0151 4255 911          Email   sales@tech9.ms          Visit   www.tech9.ms


